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ΑBsTRΑcT: The duοtility of steel Ι-seοtion membeΙs is determined for monotonic and seismic loads usins
the coΙΙapse plastia mechanisms, Ιη addition, fractuΙe duοtility is defined considering the rotation
corΙesponding the cracking ofbuckΙed flanges, The influence of different faοtoΙs is considered: gΙavitationat
Ιoads, earthqυake typ€, stΙain rate and cyclia loads. Simplified relationships for practicaι desiμ are given.

1 ΙNTRoDUcTΙoN

Ιn modem earthquake design of steel struοfuΙes,
iηelastic excursions of members and rcdistribution
of intemal actioηs are permifted when the stnΙcture
undergoes seveΙe seismic actions, Ιn this conlext, the
condition for a struοtuΓe to avoid collapse is that the
memb€rs sustaining pιastic deformation should
possess avaiΙabιe ductility gτeater than ductility
requirements, So, the aνailable ductiΙiξ, of sιructιιΙal
οomponents is a very importanl parameter in seismiο
design, but despite of maτΙy yeaΙs of reseaΙch it is
not compΙeteιy quantified' Ιn fact no cΙear definition
of the available ductiΙity is now availabl€ in the
cuΙrent aseiδmic codes whiοh οonsider the οross-
section duοtility only, giving width-to{hickness
flange and web limitations, but neglecting the
memb€r ductility, which is of the primary
impoΙiance. Conοεming this latιeΙ issue, lessons
|eamed fτom τecent earthquakes (ΝorthΙidge, Κobe)
have demonsaated that both joint and membοr
ductility must be evaΙuated, But the modem codes
impose that plastiο deformations ocauΙ only at the
beam ends and at the column bases without
considering the joints. llowever, in th€ pap€Ι only
member duοtility \,r'as investigated. ιn order to
evaιuate the aforementioηed probΙems a gτeat
Ιesearch effort \λ/as made (Gioncu & P€tcu 1997,
Mazzolani & Piluso 1992, \993,1996, Anastasiadis,
Ι999, Anastasiadis & Gioncu 1999). A significaηt
contribution on the pΙediction of available ductility
has to be mentioned in the ftame of activity of the
Νco-coΡERΝΙcUS Eutopean reseaτοh progτam
(Gioηcu et al, 1999, Mazzolani 1999).

For the first time the concept of duatiιity was used
in the static plastic design in order to assure the
inelastic r€distribution of intemal aοtions. So, a

monotonic ductility is intensively sludied for cross-
sections and EC 3 gives a classification of cross-
seclions in fouΙ ductility οlasses. For seismic design
the interest in ductility οonοept is directed to the
dissipation of the input seismic €ηergy. The seismic
actions are ahaΙaateriz€d by cyclic loading and
velocΦ conditions, Thus, the τefeτence of seismic
code Ec 8 to the monotonic duοtility given in EC 3
is a very doubtful provision.

Ιn the pap€Ι the factoΙs affecting membeΙ ductiιity
has be€n investigated, by using the ιoοaι plastic
mechanism method and DUCTROT M comDuter
progτam (Peιcu & Cioncu l9s9), The obιained
results show that the available ductility may be now
quantified and it is the riΦt moment to work out an
annex of Ec 8 οode which is refeΙred to StructuΙe
drrοtiliry checks in addition to th€ Strength and
nglαlry ones:

n
Y'D*c<= (1)

where D."q and D", are the required and available
duοtiΙities, resμctiνe|y, and y', y. the partial safety
factors alιowing to accounl for some ιmcertainties in
their €valuation-

2 AVAΙLABLE MoNoToΝΙc DUCTΙLΙTY

2' 1 Member plαttic ro'aιion capacity

An acauΙate method to evaluate the member plastic
caDacitv is bas9d on the actual behaviour M-Θ curve
of a member, which is restrained against flexuΙal-
torsional buckling (Figure 1), For instanοe, girders



belonging to a framed structure are restained by
floor slab and secondary beams.
A quantitatiν€ €valuation of the local member
ductility can be done by means of the available
pιastiο rotation capocity' Ρ*'p' ι{hich defined in ιhe
|oweιing postbuckling curve at the interseαion with
th€ theoretical full pIastic moment (FigυΙ€ l ):

- Θ''
Ruup =Ξ_] (2)

where θ, is the ιΙltimaιe rotation, while θρ is the
plastic rotation corresponding to the η. By using
such a definition, it is considered thal after local
buckling the membeΙ strenΦ is nol drastically
reduc€d' \γhat has been observed from the
experimental evidence, leading to a better
exploitation of the plastic capacity reserves, FoΙ the
eνaluation of the rotation capacity a variety of
methods has been proposed, such th€oretica],
approximate and empirical ones. Among those
methods, the plastic collapse mechanism approach
seems to be the best due to its simplicity and quite
good coΙreΙation with the experimental results
(Gionοu & Petcu 1997, Αnastasiadis & Gioncu
1999), A model of |ocal mechanism οomposed by
plastic zones and yield Ιines is presented in Figure 2.

Some ιesults obtained using the ιocaι plastic
mechanism meιhodology are plesented in Figure 3-

Two differom c|assifications are plotted: one afteΙ
Εc 3 (cross.Secιiοn c/as.'e,, and the other proposed
by |ν|azzo|ari aηd PiΙuso (|993) (member clιlsses)'
The gτeat difference b9tween the two classifications
iS evident. Ιt is clear that οode provisions haνe to
consider thg member classes, instead of cross-
section classification, being more adequate for
checking the structure ductility.

Figure 1, Definition οfroιation capaοity

(i) For beams (MazzoΙani & Gioncu
Anastasiadis & Gioncu 1999):
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For pτacticaΙ design, the Ιotation οapacity of beams
and beam-coΙumns, can be €valuated by means of
some simplified design τelationships, ιηhich has
been proposed on the based of expeτimental and
nυmerical tesιs:

1997,

(3)

ν'ιheτe ε =235l f*, α is a coeΙΙicient taking into
account the influence of flange-web junction:

c. = i ------------:, 
ιb_0,5tν

, 
|υ_o,sι* -ο,ε,

t*, ξ being the web and flange thickness,
resp€clively, b half width of flange, Lsb span of th€
staηdard beam, f}- and fγf the nominaι yield stΙesses
for web and flange, respectively.

Figure 2. PΙastic colιapse m€chanism
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Figure 3. Discrepancies between ducιiIity classes
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(ii) FoΙ beam-columηs (Aηastasiadis 1999,
Anastasiadis & Gioncu 1999)l

R"",". =ηc,| ,t:Jf, | :n,=0,|ο,,0,40 (5a)
\ ιf ,J

where:
η = 27 5(1+44 '2n) : 0' l <nP<0.4 (5b)
rr:-1.25(1+0.72ne);0.1 <nes0.4 (5c)

ιγhile b/t. is the flange slenderness, f! is the yield

stress and λ, the nondimensiona| s|endemess:

(6)
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beam concept

where Lo is the buckling lengh, being equal with

μL.b (Anastasiadis & Gioncu 1999)' The results
obtain€d with the equations (5a,b) coveΙ the
practical domin ofdouble T shapes from ιlΕ l00 to
ιΙΕ 6ο0A and B, with a moment ratio Msup / MπΙ :
0',,1' as ινell as considering the influence of the
axial force leveΙ no = ΝΝo, For np < 0,l, an
interpo|ation b€t\γeen the νa|ues obtained for np=ο

and nr:0.1 it is possible.

2'2 Ι nfl uence of grαν iιαι ionaι Ι oads

Geηerally, th€ member rotation capacity is
det€rmined by using the ιhree.point beam, \ryhich
introduces the influence of lateral forces, so the
member can be considered as iso]ated' But an actuaΙ
structure is subjected simu|ιaneously to bo1h lateraι
and graνiιationa| loads the |atter influencing ιhe zero
point of the bending momenι diagτam and
consequenιly ιhe beam deformaιion capacΙty
Furthermore, the beam belongs to a framed structure
and should be treaτed as a componenι oΓ this frame,
Ιn order to take inιo account all these factors the
conceot of standaΙd beam has beon jntroduced' For
lhe beam negaIΙιe momenl, where ιhe variaιion iS

sιrong, ιhe thre€.point beam, (SBl)' \νiιh
concentrated Ιoad should be used, while fbr the
positiνe one the SB2 beam with uniformly
disιributed Ιoad shou|d be used (Figure 4)'
By using the standard beam concept and

DUcΤRoΤ M computer program, ιhe effιct of
gravitationaι |oads has been investigated, lrι Figure 5

the influence of gτavitationa| loads on member
ductiIiι}. is pΙοtted' one can observe an asymmeιry
on the rotation capacity of the ι\νo plasιic hinges at
ιhe end of the beam due ιo shifting of the moment
zero point Τhis asymmetry is sιronger in case of
high graνitaιional loads ( Mn / qL. < 0.35), whiΙe in
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Figure 5. ιnf,ιuence ofgraνitational loads

case of smalιer graνiιationa| loads (Mr ,, qL, > o,35)
iι is reduced' buι it is sti|l not negligible, so, also the
gτaνitationa| loads must be οonsidered in seismiο
analyses in order to calculate a more realistic value
ofthe aνallab|e member ductiliιy

2,3 ] 
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During expe.imental tests some cτacks along the
yield lines in the buckled flanges sometimes arise
due to the attainment ofthe ulιimate strain, what has
been also confirmed during severe earthquakes. The
fracture couιd be deνeloped after or before ιhe
attainmenι of Θ ' .n ιhe unstabΙe part of tho M.Θ
curνe' (Figurel)' in ιhe latter case leading to a
premature failure and incomplete fo.mation of the
aνailable plasιic ductility,

According to ιhe capacity.demand οoncepι, the



evaΙuation of section fractuΙe Ιotation, θf, r€quireδ
the definition of the rotation of the flange, α, as a
functioΙ of Ιotation θu, as well as the fracfur€
rotaιion. of ιhe flange, Φ ΕxaΙnining ιhe collapse
mechanism of FiguΙe 6 the fo||owing relation carιbe
ooιa|ned ΙΙom tts geomeιry:

o = z ! = z@Δ',' ='(#)',, =,(ι)', " ι,l

where 1 : βb / δd is a nondimensionat Darameter of
the buck|ed shape, The δ facιor has a νi|ue between
0,81 and 0.820 for ΙPΕ hoι rolled profiles while for
HE.A and ΗE-B is equa| to ι.o (Anastasiadis 1999),
The p οoefficient caι be calculaieζ aftοr Gioncu &
Petcu (1997), from the following τelation:

For a suitable member behavioιΙr the plastic hing€s
must be assuΙe the above t\μo conditions
simultaneously I

ζ".. ζ R,"q
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where b, d, tf, t*, aτe the cross-section geometrical
dimensions (FigυΙe1),
The rupture rotation, οan be calοulated considering

the buckled waνe l€ngth and the length ofthe plastic
zone, resulting the following relation (Figure 7):

where ρ), 
: fy / {, is th€ yield ratio, ε. is the nominaΙ

ultimate strain of th€ material, and 1 is the distance
bet\γeen the inflection pοints of the buckled flange,
which is equaΙ \Μith lb,

Tho fractu.e ductility strongly depends on ιhe
yield .atio, buckled |ength, υlfmate straiη of the
material as well as ιhe οross.seation geomcιΙy.
Equating the rΘιation (8) and (1o) we obtain the
fracture Ιoιation οf the section, whiοh can be
considered as a measure of the toιal inelastic
doformation:

(r"f

Usiηg the relation ( Ι 1 ) the ftacture Ιotation οould b€
determined:
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FiguΙe 7, Determination offlange fracture rotation.



Ιn FiguΙe 8 the ftacture condition for ΙPE beams as a
function of Sl€el gΙade and οross-Section geometry is
plofted. One can see that profiles with medium
geometricaΙ dimeηsions, ΙPE 3ο0 to ΙΡE 500, with
low steel grade (Fe 360), have the best behaviour
against fracture' The influenοe of the inοreased yield
strength due to random mateΙial variability
(Mazzolani et al. 1991, 1992, 1994) is illustrated in
Figιτe 9. A gadually reduation of fΙactuΙe ductility
\λr'ith the inοreasing of yielding strenΦ can be
observed, As a consequence, it is γery important to
οonsider the maximum yield strength in the
evaluation of the membeτ ductility, in oΙder to
achieve a better local ductility control.

3 AVAΙLABLE sEΙsMΙc MEMBER DUCTΙLΙTY

3.1 ΙnJluence of eαrιhquake type

For the pιeνious section the rotation οapacity has
been studiedjust undeΙ static loading conditions. But
during th€ seismic action ιhe members aτe affecied
by some physical phenomena, such as fractuΙe due

to the effect of stΙain-Ιate, ot cumulative damages
due to cyclic loading, Therefore, the perΙiormaιce
determined undeΙ monotonic conditions can ηot be
extrapoΙated to seismic condition.
The υse of equation (l) foΙ οhecking the dυοtility
uηder of seismic loading can be acceptable provided
that some modifications for the reοuired and
aνai|able ducιiΙities are intΙoduced, For tie required
ductility an ampliΙication of static determined values
is necessary, \γhile for static available ductility an
eΙosion should be d9te,mined in function of the
ground motion οhaτaοteristics, Ιn the last years some
very impoΙtant new information has been obtained,
thanks to the development of a large network of
insaumentation alΙ over the World, This new
situation offeΙs the possibility to introduce new
concepts in struchral designi the influence of the
tφe of gΙound motion and the diffeτent behaviour of
shuctυΙes in near.souΙce and far.soυτοe fields
(Gioncu 1999), which is mainly influenced by rhe
velocity pulse and the cyclic loading, restrεctively
(Figure 10). Fol near-source actions the fractυre
takes plaοe al the fiΙst cycl€ and the strain-Ιate has a
very importanl role, while for the faτ-source ones,
the fractuΙe occuΙs after som€ cycles due to th€
acοumιrlatioη of deformations, Therefo.e th€
perfoΙmance of members will be very different in
τne τwo cases,

AnotheΙ very important factor influencing lhe
available ductility is the presence, in οase of neaι-
source earthqυakes, of superior νibΙation modes'
Due to the chaηge of the inflexiοn Ι,oints position, a
dec.easing ofthe aγailabιe ductility may occuτs,

3'2 Stra in-raι e influence

Ιη case of ne.ιr.souΙce earthquakes, high νeloοity
vaΙues oοcιrΙs giving rise to v€ry impoτtant strain-
rates ln smΙcτιιre-
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Ιt is well knoιryn that the strain-rate has the main
influenc.e on the increasing of the yield stress,
espeοially for values gτeater than 10.. /s (Gioncu
2000), At the same time the inοreasing of the
ultimate stΙeng1h is moderate, consequentΙy, ιhe
yieΙd ratio increases with the increasing of strain.rate
(Figuτe 11). Using the Sorousian and choi (1987)
relation, for Fe 360 Steel grade τesults:

decτeases. As a resull, lhe superiot νibration modes
may produce a dramatic τeduction of the avaiΙable
beam-column duοtility at the stories Situated at the
middιe height of structures.

3'4 Cycιic ιooding influence

The behaviour of l-sections has a particυlar feafure
under cyclic loading, The first semi-€ycle produces
buckling of the compression flange and the section
Ιotates aΙound a point located iη oΙ near the opposite
flange. As a resuh, the tensile forces are very small.
Dιιring the reversal semi-οycle, the compΙessed
flange buckles also. The most importanι observation
is that the opposite flange remains unchanged
because of the smalιtension force, which is not able
to stΙaiΦten ιhe buckled flange (Figιιre l4a),

iρotentΙδι zone
,for Γeducd

,/ avaIlabιe
dυct|ι|ty

(ι4)

νιhere ρy,, ' ρ' ara ιhe yi€ld ratios for strain.rate and
static loading, respectively, ε being the strain-rate,
Taking into ac.couηt that the randomness of the yield
.atio for usual steel is about 0.60 to 0.73, and that
the StΙain.rate in the field of n€ar.souΙce strong
earthquakes νaries between 10.,,.,l0.' results an
incτeasiιg ofιhe yield raιio of about ο,75...0,95 can
be foreseen, Using these νalues of ρy,., the fractuτe
rotation may be deteΙmined from the equation (l0).
FiguΙe 12 sho.\γs the ratio bet!γeen fraοture rotation
and ultimate monotonic roιation, one caη see that in
case of near source earthqιιakes, a local fraοture of
section produced at the fiΙst cyοle, what reduces the
pιasιic ducti1ity, The sections with thick flanges are
more dangerous for fractuΙe than ιhe ones with
thinneτ flan8es. Thus, the use of equation (l3b) for
near-f.ield earιhquakes musι be done using an
inοreased yield ratio, in fuηction of the predicted
$ram.raτe,

3'3 Ιn'fluence ofsuperior νibrαιion modes

Ιn οase of near-sourοe earthquakes the sup€πor
vibration modes interact with the first mode and the
moment diagπιm sho\ηs some iτreμlarities in its
distribution' especialιy at the middle of ιhe fram€
heiΦ (Gioncu 1999) (Figure l3a)- Tbe rotation
caμcity for a co|umn in a fΙame with diffeΙent
moment distributions is depicted in Fiφτe Ι3b,
one can see that foΙ one cιrvature moment
vanation, M".p / η = -0'5 to 0, the rotation capacity

Figιrre l l, Ιnfluence ot straΙn-rate on yteld ratio.
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Theτefore, duτing Φe next cyοle, the section woΙks
with an initial geometricai imperfection resulted
from the previous οyc1e. Ιn this way after eaοh cyοle
an additional Ιotation is sup9Ιposed on the previous
one, according to the plastic mechanism whiοh is
assumed in the web and in the flanges.
Experimental investigations show that the plastic
meοhanism in the w€b is not compl€tely develoμd,
a paΙt of yield liιοs ιemaining in the elastic range
(Figuιe 14b)' As the beam ductility is mainly bas€d
on the web plastic mechanism, the inοomplete
plastification produces an impoπant Ιeduction in
member ductiΙity (Figue 15). So, as the inΙ.Ιuence of
the accumulation of residual displacements in
flanges and incomplete formation of yield lines in
web increases gτadually, the moment.rotatioη cιrrve
in the softening branch shows a degτaωtion with
Ιesp€οt to the monotonic case (Figure 16), The
ΙΘduction of rotation caoaοifu iS about:

duu 
"," 

ι 0,60Θ"u.on ( 15)
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Ιnfluence of incomplele web
meοhanism on rotation οapacity,
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Figue 15.
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Figure l4' Ρ]astic mechanism for cyclic loading'

Figυre l6' Ιnfluence ofcyclic loading,

4 coNcLUSΙoNS

Ιn ordeτ to clarifo the physical meaning of availabΙe
ductiιity of a steel member the monotonic and
seismic ductilities are defiηed, For monotonic
ductility the Ιotation capacity is evaluated using th€
coΙ|apse plastic mechanisms, The dimensions of
standard beams are det€rmined in function of
gτavitational loads. The flange fΙacture may |imit, iη
some cases, the member rotation οapacity' For
seismic ductility' the influencε of earthquake type
must be considered- Foι neaΙ-source earthquakes,
th€ effects of stΙain.rate and superior vibτation
modes mus1 b€ introduced, while for far-source
eaΙthquakes the cycliο loading condition has to be
taken into aοcount,

Due to the quaηtitative Ιesults obtained in the last
p€riod, it is possibιe now to elaboΙate some code
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provisions for checking the structural ductility of
steeΙ memb€rs in a more modem way, by using also
the results pΙesented in this paper,
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